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id you receive this book from the author as part of your membership in the International
Shudokan Research Society or did you purchase this book through the website
www.toyama-book.org?

Yes?
Then everything is fine.

No?
Then the following applies:

Working on a project like this is extremely time-consuming. Preparation of the lecture,
transcription and translations into English and Spanish have taken several hundred hours of
time. The book is filled with accumulated knowledge, creativity and it was created with great
inner joy and dedication for all its readers.
As a sign of respect and courtesy I ask you to value my work and to purchase the book on my
website https://www.toyama-book.org/shop.html.

INTRODUCTION

T

his is a transcript of a ZOOM lecture I gave on October 3 at the invitation of Karate Virtual.
After the lecture, some very interesting questions were asked. Unfortunately, there was not
enough time for a comprehensive response. In this book I would like to deal thoroughly
with the questions that were asked. These questions have motivated me to conduct in-depth
and comprehensive studies and to also question my knowledge of the topics addressed. I am
infinitely grateful for the many valuable questions because the in-depth study has also moved
me a little further along my path.
The lecture can be accessed by using the following link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=muXEXqQc06c
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THE LECTURE1
Many thanks for the warm welcome. I would like to thank Gerardo Pimentel Shihan as well as
his karate brother Patrick McCarthy Hanshi for the invitation to today's lecture and for his
opening words. I would like to evoke the memory of their karate father Kinjo Hiroshi. It must
have been extraordinary to have been taught by a man of such great knowledge. I bow to
you. I have deep respect and appreciation for your karate ancestral line.
It is an honor and pleasure for me to give this lecture on Toyama Kanken today. I have
prepared some slides to introduce Toyama Kanken to you in the best possible way. Gabriel
Sensei and I have come to an agreement: to ensure that the Spanish speaking participants
can also understand this lecture, I will pause after a few sentences and Gabriel Sensei will then
translate into Spanish.
There will also be time for questions. I would suggest that we go through the presentation and
then start the discussion. I hope this is okay with you.
Let’s start the presentation and have a look at the first slide.

Here you can see a selection of pioneers who helped to make Okinawan karate famous on
the Japanese mainland. These masters are very well known today. Anyone who is a little bit
interested in the history of karate can assign these pictures to a karate style. All of you could
certainly tell me who taught each of these masters and which students spread their master’s
karate. Regarding kata, you will also likely have an idea of which kata each of these masters
taught to their students.

To avoid confusion about naming conventions: In Japanese, the family name is written before
the first name (e.g.: Toyama Kanken). In the West it is common to write the first name before
the family name (e.g.: Christian Bellina).
1
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All these masters had a significant influence on the spread of karate. It is because of these
masters that today we have the opportunity to learn this great martial art.

On this slide, however, a very important and essential pioneer was missing, one who also had
a very great influence on the development and spread of karate. Who would that be?

What a surprise: Toyama Kanken.
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In today's presentation I would like to focus on the following three aspects of the life of the
Okinawan karate master Toyama Kanken:
FIRST:
I would like to provide some insight into the most important stages of Toyama Kanken's life. Who
were his teachers and what was his path that led him to Tokyo, where he founded the
Shudokan dojo in the early 1930s?
SECOND:
Together we will look at what Toyama Sensei taught in the Shudokan dojo. As you know, the
tradition of karate has been passed down from generation to generation through kata. What
kata did Toyama Sensei teach?
In answering this question, we will see that Toyama Kanken was one of the great guardians of
the old kata along with Mabuni Kenwa.
THIRD:
Toyama Sensei had a large number of students who opened their own dojo after training with
him. In the framework of this lecture it is not possible for me to individually address all of Toyama
Sensei’s students. However, I will show you in general what influence Toyama Sensei had on
the development of karate.
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At the end of my presentation I would like to ask you a question about the third aspect.

What do you think? What are the reasons? I am already looking forward to having that
discussion with you.
Before we start with the life story of the Okinawan karate master Toyama Kanken, please let
me explain something important.

For everything I tell you, please keep in mind that our present knowledge about the history of
karate is based on a few old books, old newspaper articles and, to a large extent, on oral
traditions. Thanks to the translations of Patrick McCarthy, Mario McKenna, Joe Swift, Andreas
Quast and Tobey Stansbury, we in the West are getting a constantly improving picture of the
history of karate.
5

But much of the information we find is also inconsistent. The veracity of all of these pieces of
information can often not be verified today.
I have researched the history of Toyama Kanken for over 30 years and have collected all the
information I could find, but even after these years of research I am still unsure about many
things. Whenever I think I can see the whole picture, I realize that there is still a piece of the
puzzle missing.
I am hunter and collector. I have collected many puzzle pieces of the history of Toyama
Kanken and his students over the last 35 years, but there are so many areas where my
knowledge is still very limited.
I am not telling you a universal truth today. I am telling you the insights and conclusions I have
come up with based on my research.
I would like to divide the life of Toyama Sensei into three parts:
First, his youth and his apprenticeship on Okinawa. Second, his almost 10 years of residence in
Taiwan and third, his time in Tokyo, where he settled in the early 1930s and lived until his death
in 1966.

Let us first take a look at Toyama Sensei's time on Okinawa.
He was born under the name Oyadomari Kanken on September 24, 1888 in Shuri. Unfortunately,
I know very little about his family nor his personal life. I can tell you nothing about his childhood
or about his first love.
However, from his books and from oral traditions we know by whom he was taught the martial
arts.
I would like to give you an overview of his time training on Okinawa and show you what he
learned from his masters. The following presentation slide shows an overview of his teachers.
Toyama Sensei started training at the age of 9 (around the year 1897) with Itarashiki Choiku
Sensei. In the same year he is said to have started his karate studies with Itosu Anko Sensei.
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In 1906, at the age of 18, Toyama Sensei entered the Okinawa Prefectural Teacher College
(Okinawa-ken Shihan Gakkō). At that time Itosu Sensei was a karate teacher at this school and
Yabu Kentsu Sensei served as his assistant. It is likely that Toyama was also significantly
influenced by Yabu Sensei. In 1907 Toyama Sensei was accepted as Shihan Dai and served as
Itosu Sensei's assistant until 1911, the year in which he had finished his studies in education.
Without a doubt, Itosu Sensei was Toyama Sensei's main teacher. Toyama Sensei dedicated his
books to the honorable spirit of the late Itosu Anko Sensei. Tsuchiya Hideo Sensei, one of
Toyama Sensei’s students in Japan, also assured me that Itosu Sensei was considered a god for
Toyama Sensei. Many students of Toyama Sensei say that his karate was a synonym for the
Karate of Itosu Sensei.
Toyama Sensei trained mainly Shuri-te, but Itosu Sensei recommended him in 1907 to his friend,
Higashionna Kanryo Sensei (Naha-te). How long he trained in the dojo of Higashionna Sensei
and what he learned there is not known to me.
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Which other masters has Toyama Sensei listed as his teachers?

•

•

•
•

•
•

Chibana Chosho Sensei was a member of a royal sideline from Shuri and the first mayor
of Shuri after the Meiji Restoration. He was an uncle of the founder of (Kobayashi) Shorinryu, Chibana Choshin Sensei, and a student of Matsumura Sokon Sensei.
Toyama Sensei was instructed in kobudo by Oshiro Chojo Sensei. Oshiro Sensei was a
student of Itosu Sensei and of Chinen Sanda Sensei (also known as Yamane Tanmei).
He taught kobudo (Bo-Jutsu) at the Teacher College (Shihan Gakkō) and at the
Industrial School (Kōgyō Gakkō) in Shuri.
There is no historical information about Master Tana. Toyama Sensei said that he was
instructed by him in Sai-Jutsu and Bo-Jutsu.
Kuwae Ryosei Sensei was taught by Wai Xinxian Sensei in Shorei-ryu, but his main
teacher was Matsumura Sokon Sensei. Besides the martial arts Toyama Sensei is said to
have learned to play music with the zither (jap. koto) from Kuwae Sensei.
Toyama Sensei was also taught by Higashionna Sensei's first teacher, Aragaki Seisho.
Higashionna Sensei asked his younger friend Kanagushiku Machi Sensei to teach
Toyama Sensei different kata.

What did Toyama Sensei learn from his masters? This question is not easy to answer.
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Well, what could he have learned?
•
•
•
•
•
•

He may have learned basic techniques.
He could have learned how to harden the body.
He could have learned how to use the makiwara and other training tools correctly.
He could have been taught aspects of fighting strategies, such as how to move in
combat and how to use his feet and fists.
The masters could have shared their special techniques with him.
He could have learned the philosophical background of the martial arts from these
masters.
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However, one important aspect is missing - how were the martial arts passed on from one
generation to the next? What connects all Chinese and Okinawa styles then and now? Exactly:
kata
From my point of view, the possibility that he learned different kata from these teachers is very
high.
Toyama Sensei taught a limited kata curriculum in the Shudokan dojo. Some selected students,
however, learned a large number of kata. All in all, I would say, far more than 100 kata can be
traced back to Toyama Sensei.
It is exciting and mysterious at the same time that the origins of many kata are not clear. The
next slide shows what we know about the origins of Toyama Sensei's kata.

•
•
•

From Itosu Sensei, Toyama Sensei learned at least the 11 kata listed in the first column.
Kata. Besides these kata, he might have learned countless other forms from him.
From Chibana Chosho he learned a version of the Kushanku Kata.
From Oshiro Chojo he learned at least the Tenryu no kon.

He has also mentioned and described the above-listed thirteen Kata in his book Karatedo
Daihokan.
What is interesting when looking at this – let’s say “official” - kata curriculum?
•
•

These kata do not represent, or only in a very limited way represent, the old Karate of
Okinawa.
These kata represent the school karate of Itosu Anko Sensei.

It is important to me to point this out, because many schools today claim that they practice
old Okinawan karate. I'm sorry, but once we practice the Pinan kata and some other kata
heavily modified by Itosu Sensei, then it is karate which was only introduced in Okinawa to be
a part of a physical education curriculum.
Why did Toyama Sensei not mention the other kata he learned from his Okinawan masters in
his books? Well, we simply don't know.
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I want to close the chapter Okinawa now. To sum up, it can be said that Toyama Sensei trained
with many of the great experts of that time, but we do not know today what he actually
learned from these masters.
Let us go one step further in the life of Toyama Sensei. In the early 1920s, he and his family took
a big step: they moved to Taiwan.

In 1919, it was decided that a school system should be established for the people of Taiwan.
This was to enable already the Taiwanese children to understand the role and responsibilities
as Japanese citizens.
In 1923 Toyama Sensei moved with his family to Taiwan, where he accepted a teaching
position at a middle school in Taipei and taught the Chinese classics.
Toyama Sensei has published the names of the martial arts he learned during his stay and the
names of his teachers. Even so, his time in Taiwan is full of confusion.
During his stay in Taiwan he trained with Master Chin Bussai in Taipei and later with Master Rin
Ken Do in Taichung.
He learned four types of Taiwanese and Chinese Chuan-fa:
•
•
•
•

Makaitan
Ūbō (the hands that possess nothing)
Rūdaobai
Tākū or jap. Hakuda

In Taiwan, Toyama Sensei probably also learned Praying Mantis Kung Fu and Tai-Chi Chuan.
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Today we do not know with 100% certainty what kind of Chuan-fa he has learned from each
of his teachers. We do not even know if these are really individual styles and we do not know
why Toyama Sensei did not use clear and generally understandable names to describe the
styles.
If Toyama Sensei had been seriously learning the existing martial arts in Taiwan for almost 10
years, then he must have learned different kata.
What we do know is that one of his students, Ichikawa Isao, taught a variety of unusual forms
that are not related to Okinawan karate. It is possible that some of these kata trace their
heritage to Toyama Sensei’s time in Taiwan, because as already explained, kata was the
essential element in transferring martial arts teachings.
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As you have seen, today we know very few facts about Toyama Sensei's time in Taiwan.
However, I have one hope: I know that Tobey Stansbury Shihan has done intensive research
and has found old articles in the library in Okinawa that may bring new insights. I wish him good
luck in his research and hope for new findings.

Early in 1930 Toyama Sensei moved from Taiwan to Japan. It is said that he opened his first
karate training hall, the Shudokan, in 1931 in Tokyo.

Shudokan was never intended as the name of his system or a style of karate. It was only the
name of the training hall. "Shu" means "study". "Do" means "the way". "Kan" means "hall or
building". Therefore, "Shudokan" means "The Hall for the Study of the Way.”
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When Toyama Sensei began teaching in Japan, he was also expected to give his "style" a
name. Since Toyama Sensei had studied all types of Okinawan Karatedo intensively, it was his
goal to preserve these arts in their entirety. Therefore, he was strongly against a style name.
Although he got along well with other teachers, Toyama Sensei did not understand why many
masters of the time used “funny sounding” names to designate their karate (such as Kyoda
Sensei’s Tou'on-ryu, Miyagi Sensei’s Goju-ryu, or Mabuni Sensei’s Shito-ryu.)
Toyama Sensei became a central figure in Japanese Karate.
In 1936 he initiated the "Meeting of Masters". During this meeting, at which Toyama Sensei was
represented by his student Nakasone Genwa, the masters of Okinawa discussed the kanji for
karate and the future spread of karate.
The picture on the far left and the picture in the middle show Nakasone Genwa with some
famous teachers of that time. He helped to make karate more popular: he wrote “Karatedo
Taikan” and together with Mabuni Kenwa wrote “Karatedo Nyumon”.
The third picture on the right shows Toyama Sensei with some other karate greats of that time.
This shows that Toyama Sensei was very active and well connected in Japan. It seems to me
that he kept himself in the background of many activities, despite having such an influential
role in the spread of karate.

Toyama Sensei founded the "All Japan Karatedo Federation" (Zen Nihon Karatedo Renmei,
AJKF) and promoted the unification of the Okinawan karate-ryu with the Japanese systems.
This organization provided a forum for the exchange of ideas and techniques.
The next slide shows the symbol of AJKF. All member schools were invited to use the same
symbol. The left picture shows the symbol of So-ryu and the right picture shows the symbol of
Chito-ryu.
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It is said that the organization had its beginnings in the 1930s, but when it was officially founded
is not clear.
In 1945, Yun Kwei-byung Sensei - a Korean student of Toyama Sensei - founded the Kanbukan
dojo 2 in Tokyo under the leadership of Toyama Sensei. The Kanbukan could possibly be
described as a precursor to the AJKF.
The historian Andreas Quast concludes in an article that the AJKF was founded in 1959 by
Toyama Sensei with the support of Sai Choko, a Taiwanese businessman and martial arts expert.
Among the founding members were a large number of the leading karate masters of those
days:
-

Konishi Yasuhiro
Kinjo Hiroshi
Ōtsuka Hironori
Yamada Tatsuo (Nihon Kenpō)
Gima Makoto

In 1959 some Okinawan schools also joined the AJKF. However, this connection lasted only two
years.
As you could see, Toyama Sensei, with the help of his student Nakasone Genwa, tried to
contribute to the increase of popularity of karate in Japan. Furthermore, his exchanges with
other masters and his association with like-minded karateka was very important to him.
Although he was no friend of competition, he recognized the signs of the times and at least
accepted the development of secure free fighting. Bogu Kumite was initially introduced in the
Kanbukan and quickly found its way to Koeikan, So-ryu and Keishinkan.

2 Basically, the ideogram "kan" means hall or place. In the original sense it was the name for a
single dojo. Over time, however, among some of Toyama Sensei's students, the dojo name
evolved into a name for their system. Koeikan and Keishinkan are examples of this.
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Toyama Sensei died on November 24, 1966 at the age of 78. He taught actively in the dojo
until shortly before his death.

Toyama Sensei was frequently quoted to have said, “My karate is mine, and shall finish with
me.” In accordance with this idea, he never chose an official successor.
However, as we will see later, many of his students founded their own schools and spread his
karate worldwide.
What did the training in the Shudokan dojo look like? What was taught?
At this point it should be mentioned that Gojushiho had been the favorite kata of Toyama
Sensei and he always performed this kata at demonstrations.
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Well, on the one hand we have the official kata of the Shudokan curriculum, which we have
already discussed. However, my research has revealed that he has passed on many other kata
to his students outside of the official curriculum.

What does this list show?
1. Toyama Sensei's Shuri-te knowledge went far beyond the 12 "Daihokan-Kata".
2. Toyama Sensei also taught kata whose origin is attributed to Mabuni Sensei's Shito-ryu.
This is shown with Seiru and Shinpa (Shinpatan)
3. Toyama Sensei also passed on the Naha-te Kata of Higashionna Sensei and Aragaki
Sensei to some of his students.
It seems that Toyama Sensei has passed on a standard repertoire of Kata to the majority of his
students. Most students lacked the time, technical skills and mental capacity to learn more
17

kata, but there were also selected students who were allowed to learn additional kata that
were quite different from the Daihokan Curriculum.
In his book “Karatedo Daihokan” he also described 7 secret techniques which he learned in
Okinawa and in Taiwan. One could easily give an entire lecture on this topic. Today I would
just like to briefly mention these techniques.

In a speech on his 74th birthday, Toyama Sensei indirectly explained why he did not appoint a
successor and why the name Shudokan should not be continued.
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A master of Okinawa Seito Karatedo should preserve the secret arts, formerly only taught in
Shuri. Itosu Kensei’s karate began with him, and then died along with him. Matsumura Kensei’s
karate began with him, and then died along with him. Higashionna Kensei’s karate began with
him, and then also died along with him. It was the same with Tana Kensei. Shudokan begins
with Toyama and ends along with him. This is the true way of the budo arts. I want to maintain
this very same tradition.
What is the legacy of Toyama Kanken? Besides his books3 it is mainly his students who have
spread his karate worldwide.
It is impossible to tell a story about everyone. On this slide you see some important students of
Toyama Sensei. I just want to give you a little overview:

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Shimabukuro Sensei had no profound contact with Toyama Sensei, yet at the end of
the 1950s, in connection with the founding of AJKF Okinawa, he was awarded the 10th
Dan and the title of Hanshi.
Kinjo Hiroshi Sensei studied in the Shudokan dojo between 1938 and 1941. In 1939 he
received a teaching diploma from Toyama Sensei. At a later time, probably after the
war, Toyama Sensei also gave him the title Hanshi Shihan.
Gima Makoto Sensei started karate in 1912 under Itosu Anko and Yabu Kentsu. In 1956
Gima received the 10th Dan from Toyama Sensei.
Tamaki Hakaru founded the Yoshinkan dojo and taught in Kyushu.
Koyasu Michio founded So-ryu.
Itou Mikiyuki was a student of Toyama Sensei’s before World War II and was a highly
esteemed personality.
Izumi Shigeki founded Shiseikan and taught Karate and Yoga.
Takazawa Masanao founded Keishinkan.
Takahashi Yoko was the first to bring Toyama Sensei's karate to the USA.
Iwasa Sensei was one of the first students of Toyama Sensei. In Japan he was highly
esteemed and revered.

("Karatedo Daihokan", "Karatedo Okugi Hijutsu", "Karatedo Nyūmon" and "Karatedo/Rentan
Goshin Karatedo")
19
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•
•

Toshio Hanaue was also a central figure. Members of the US army trained with him and
introduced his karate to the USA.
Tokuyama Sensei was one of the last students of Toyama Sensei. Today he teaches
karate near Hiroshima.

I find the fifth column particularly interesting. These students are Koreans who learned at the
Shudokan Dojo.
•

•

•

Yoon Byung-In is the founder of one of the five Korean martial arts schools that later led
to the founding of the now famous taekwondo (Changmoo-kwan). He began training
with Toyama Sensei in the late 1930s.
Ki Whang Kim is considered one of the outstanding personalities who helped to spread
the martial arts in the west, especially in the USA. In 1939 he became a student at Nihon
University, where he became friends with Yoon Byung-in and attended classes with him
under Toyama Sensei.
Yun Kwei-Byung Sensei began his karate training in Osaka under Mabuni Sensei. Later,
he continued his training in Tokyo under Toyama Sensei. In 1945 he opened the
Kanbukan School (jap.: Korean Martial Arts School) in Tokyo as a sister school of the
Shudokan.

In the last column you can see the last generation of students:
•
•
•

Tanaka Mikio Sensei. Together with the son of Toyama Kanken, he was very concerned
with preserving the karate of Toyama Sensei.
Takahashi Eishu. He founded the Yoshinkan Dojo and taught in Oyama.
Ichikawa Isao Sensei founded his school Karatedo Doshinkan after the death of Toyama
Sensei.

Since many participants of today’s lecture come from South America, we will finally take a
short look at the spread of Toyama Sensei's teachings in South America.
Let us start with Koeikan, the school founded by Onishi Eizo. Alvaro Rodriguez Sensei represents
Koeikan in Venezuela. Since the early 1970s he has had close contact with the American
branch of Koeikan. In 1974, Onishi Sensei also visited Venezuela. Today there are over 20
Koeikan dojos in Venezuela.
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Hiramatsu Gijin Sensei became a student of Toyama Sensei in 1949. He moved to Venezuela in
1977 (Maracaibo) and in 1983 he founded his own school “Oki gi ku kendo.” From the stories I
have been told about him by his student Arambulo Sensei, it is evident that he must have been
a great teacher.

Two cousins, Ángel Márquez and Antonio Márquez, went to Japan in 1965 to train at the
Shudokan Dojo. The training in the dojo was led by Ichikawa Isao, who at that time was the last
great student of Toyama Sensei. The two cousins returned to Mexico in October of 1966.
In December of 1966, Antonio Márquez founded a karate dojo in Mexico after receiving
Ichikawa Sensei’s approval. In 1969, Ángel Márquez cut ties with Ichikawa Sensei and founded
his own organization, calling it “Toyama Karatedo”. The rest is Mexican karate history.
21

I have met Tsuchiya Sensei only twice in my life. His knowledge and his openness impressed me
very much. Tsuchiya Sensei started training in the Shudokan dojo in 1950. In 1959 he moved to
Argentina, where he lived for the next 10 years.
Tsuchiya Sensei’s oldest students in Argentina are Augusto Gonzalez and the late Oshima
Hiroshi. Since Tsuchiya Sensei moved back to Japan, Gonzales Sensei has visited him over 25
times, both to continue his training in karate and to stay in contact with his master.
Gonzales Sensei has been a student of Tsuchiya Sensei for over 50 years. It could be said that
our present time is characterized by the egocentric desire to promote only one’s own goals. It
is rare and admirable to remain faithful to one's teacher. I have the deepest respect for the
journey of Gonzales Sensei.
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Today I could only introduce a small selection of Toyama Kanken Sensei’s students to you. This
last slide is intended to show what they did with the knowledge they gained in the Shudokan
Dojo. Several of his students left Japan and went on to teach the karate they had learned at
the Shudokan Dojo across the world: in North and South America, Europe, Asia, Africa, New
Zealand and in Australia.

This overview actually shows that Toyama Sensei’s Karate has spread all over the world, but
why do only a few groups trace their karate back to Toyama Kanken? This leads us to the
question I asked in the introduction.

What do you think? What could be possible reasons why Toyama Sensei's karate has not
become as famous and well-known as Shotokan, Shito-ryu or Goju-ryu?
23

In the discussion after the lecture, this question was only partially addressed. Therefore, I would
like to answer this question more thoroughly below:
•

•

•

•

Toyama Sensei did not want to give his karate a name. Shudokan was only the name
of his dojo. He did not want his students to use the name Shudokan for their karate. BUT
people need something to identify with. Let us consider Shito-ryu: today there are
countless spin-offs from the original teachings of Mabuni Kenwa Sensei. There were
subsystems founded by his direct disciples, such as Tani-ha Shito-ryu and Hayashi-ha
Shito-ryu. There are also schools founded by Mabuni Sensei’s sons. Despite all of these
subsystems, all of these masters refer to their karate as Shito-ryu.4
It is similar for Shotokan: whether it is Shotokan, JKA or Shotokai, we all know that this
karate comes from Funakoshi Sensei. If nowadays all schools going back to Toyama
Sensei were to use the name Shudokan or Toyama-ryu, then his Karate would be much
more well-known.
A unified school or style name and a common emblem create identity and help to
create a brand which supports worldwide distribution (or marketing). However, Toyama
Sensei decided not to take this step.
Toyama Sensei approved of the development of Bogu Kumite. However, the kumite
practiced by Toyama Sensei’s students was often limited to fights or tournaments within
a single dojo. These smaller competitions never achieved the same level of influence
of national karate tournaments such as those that were organized by the Japan
Karatedo Association (JKA) from 1957 or by Oyama Sensei's Kyokushinkai organization
from 1975.
Karate experienced a boom in the second half of the 20th century, especially in the
West. The sporting orientation of some schools and the associated marketing aspect
certainly played a major role in Karate’s spread in Europe and the USA.
The Shudokan Dojo was not strictly organized. After a few years the students left the
dojo as teachers and opened their own dojo. Some of them might still have been in
contact with Toyama Sensei, but this exchange between Toyama Sensei's master
students either did not exist or only consisted of occasional correspondence.
Additionally, Toyama Sensei did not (officially) appoint a successor. The loose dojo
organization is also a reason why Toyama Sensei's teachings were not not spread in an
organized and structured way.
The fourth reason why Toyama Sensei's karate has not become as well known as other
systems has to do with the publication of books. Today we have access to books by
Funakoshi Sensei, Mabuni Sensei and Nagamine Sensei. We also have access to books
written about these masters. Where does the fascination for Motobu Choki come from?
It exists because pioneers like McCarthy Hanshi and Quast Sensei have translated the
information available in Japan for us. Very little has been published about Toyama
Sensei in the West. If his books had been translated into other languages and his
students had written down their experiences in the Shudokan dojo, Toyama Sensei
would definitely be better known in the world of karate today.

These were some aspects why Toyama Kanken's karate is less known today. In conclusion,
however, we must ask ourselves whether this question is important for Toyama Sensei's karate
at all. He himself would probably not care at all.
In the course of history, there have definitely been countless great masters whose martial art
died out with them and whose names are not even known to us today. That is the course of
things and of life. The old dies and at the same time new things are born. We don't have to
delude ourselves: the karate of Toyama Kanken has already gone. His karate no longer exists.
4

Of course, there are exceptions: One exception is the Itosu-ryu of Sakagami Ryosho Sensei.
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We can only see a shadow of Toyama Sensei’s karate today, revealed through his students
and the kata that were passed down.
I have always tried to acquire a very comprehensive understanding of the martial arts. I see
myself in equal parts as a peaceful warrior and as an artist. The present time needs both.
Therefore, the study of history and philosophy is as important to me as the drilling of techniques
and fighting applications. For my own personal karate it is meaningful and it gives me great
pleasure to look at the shadow of Toyama Sensei’s teaching. It enriches my life and my karate.
I consider it my life's mission to preserve the memory of Toyama Kanken and his students.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
WHAT WAS THE CAUSE OF TOYAMA SENSEI'S DEATH?

U

nfortunately, I do not know the cause of death. It is known that Toyama Sensei's vision
deteriorated considerably in the years before his death. I think that he finally died of old
age. In the 1960s, the average life expectancy in Japan was 68 years. At the time of his
death he was 78 years old.
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WHAT DO YOU KNOW ABOUT THE ORIGIN OF THE SEVEN KYOKU KATA?

T

his is a very interesting question for me, and one I have been working on very intensely for
the last few years as part of the book project "Kyoku - The Seven Kata of the Rising Sun".
The history of this kata group consisting of seven kata is relatively young. They were
developed in the 1960s by Ichikawa Isao Sensei, the founder of Doshinkan. Despite this
relatively short history, essential questions about it cannot be answered clearly. From my point
of view there are two theses about their historical development:
Thesis 1: Toyama Sensei was involved in the development of the kata.
This thesis assumes that the kata group was developed by Toyama Kanken and his
master student Ichikawa Isao with the help of other students. Toyama Sensei's aim was
to create kata whose fighting techniques should characterize him or his school in the
best possible way. If Toyama Sensei has actually worked on these kata, they offer us the
unique opportunity to not only get an insight into the technical repertoire and martial
arts knowledge of Ichikawa Sensei, but also to establish a direct connection to the
martial arts techniques of Toyama Kanken.
Thesis 2: The Kyoku Kata were Ichikawa Sensei's masterpiece.
This thesis assumes that the Kyoku Kata were completely created by Ichikawa Sensei.
Therefore, Toyama Dai Shihan neither created kata nor participated in the
development of the Kyoku Kata. Rather, he held on to the life's mission, initiated by Itosu
Sensei and Yabu Sensei, to preserve the orthodox Okinawan Karatedo
comprehensively. Toyama Sensei in turn introduced Ichikawa Sensei to his life's mission:
He was supposed to establish a new era of karatedo, which was supposed to lead to
a fusion of the entire Okinawan Karatedo. This required new kata and the Kyoku Kata
are an impressive result of this fusion. Toyama Sensei taught Ichikawa Hanshi how to
develop new and valuable kata for karatedo lessons.
In my book (planned publication date May 2021) these theories are described and discussed
in detail. About the content of the book:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Introduction
Short biography of Toyama Kanken
Short biography of Ichikawa Isao
The history of the development of the Kyoku Kata
The process of change of the Doshinkan kata over the decades
The meaning of the Kyoku Kata
Technical analysis of the Kyoku Kata
Kamaete and Naotte - the beginning and the end of the kata
Description of the sequences of all seven kata by means of pictures
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THE KARATE TAUGHT IN TOYAMA SENSEI'S SHUDOKAN DOJO DOES
NOT REPRESENT A SINGLE STYLE. MIGHT IT BE THAT TOYAMA SENSEI
WAS CONFIDENT THAT HIS KARATE WOULD REMAIN SOMETHING
ALIVE AND CONSTANTLY EVOLVING.

I

have discussed exactly this question with some students of Toyama Sensei. Independently
of each other, they answered me accordingly:

"Of course my karate has changed since the death of Toyama Sensei. If I would still do the
same today as I did during my apprenticeship in the Shudokan Dojo, Toyama Sensei would turn
over in his grave."
Everything in life is subject to change. This also applies to the tradition of karate. Therefore I
think that Toyama Sensei was also aware that his Karate would change after his death,
because tradition is not the worship of ashes, but the passing on of fire.
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YOU

TOYAMA SENSEI'S KARATE NO LONGER
EXISTS TODAY. BUT ISN'T IT TRUE THAT TOYAMA SENSEI'S KARATE WILL NOT DIE AS
LONG AS THERE ARE PEOPLE WHO PRACTICE HIS KARATEDO AND MAKE THE STORY
OF HIM AND HIS STUDENTS KNOWN TO A WIDER PUBLIC?
MENTIONED IN YOUR LECTURE THAT

T

his question can be answered with YES or NO. Let us first answer the question with a NO.
If 1st, 2nd or 3rd generation students would claim that they practice the original karate
taught in Toyama Kanken's Shudokan Dojo, then of course they do not!

Even the first generation does not practice the karate taught by Toyama Sensei. I am
convinced that what he said in his 74th birthday speech is one hundred percent true.
It is absolutely clear: The karatedo of Toyama Sensei died with him in 1966. His karate no longer
exists today!
Let us answer the question with a YES. Of course, as long as there are people who practice his
karatedo and make the history of him and his students known to a wider public, the spirit and
soul of Toyama Kanken's karate will not die.
What we can do today is to connect with Toyama Sensei through the kata he taught. The
masters of our ancestral line and their kata are our heritage. Through the kata of our ancestral
line, we can also connect with Itosu Sensei or Matsumura Sensei. I think it's really, really essential
to spiritually build a feeling of connection to our own ancestral line.
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I AM A STUDENT OF ROBERTO GARCIA. HE WAS A STUDENT OF ICHIKAWA SENSEI.
WE CALL OUR SCHOOL SHUDOKAN. WHAT DO YOU MEAN? IS THAT WRONG OR IS
IT OKAY?

I

f someone claims to be a representative of Toyama Sensei's ancestral lineage, but he does
not practice the kata transmitted through him, he has no knowledge of Toyama Sensei's
teachings, and his school has a primarily competitive orientation, then in my opinion it would
be a mistake for the school to use a name that would suggest a connection to Toyama
Sensei or to his dojo, the Shudokan.
However, if I follow the ancestral line of Toyama Sensei, and I can proudly say: "My teacher was
a student of Ichikawa Sensei, my teacher was a student of Takazawa Sensei, my teacher was
a student of Tsuchiya Sensei, etc.", and I practice karate with my heart, then it is, in my view,
legitimate and welcome to communicate this to the world and to use a name for the school
that clearly refers to Toyama Sensei.
The world has changed massively due to the progressive globalization of the last decades. A
positive aspect of globalization is that the world has become smaller and that we have the
possibility to get to know each other virtually and to exchange information through the internet.
Today, Toyama Kanken's karate is practiced in many parts of the world. From my point of view,
it is fantastic when the teachers and students of Toyama Kanken's ancestral line know each
other. It gives me a good feeling when I know, for example, that Tsuchiya-ryu is practiced in
Argentina and Chile, or when I know that Ichikawa Sensei's Doshinkan is widely spread and
that Toyama Karatedo and Garcia Sensei's Shudokan developed from Doshinkan.
I think it is great that there are many schools in the ancestral line of Toyama Sensei all over the
world today. The exchange with like-minded people is an unbelievable enrichment for all our
karate.
From my point of view, it is therefore perfectly ok that the name Shudokan is used.
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IN YOUR LECTURE YOU SAID THAT TOYAMA SENSEI KNEW MORE THAN ONE HUNDRED
KATA. IN THE OFFICIAL CLASSES HE TAUGHT ONLY A SMALL SELECTION OF THESE
KATA. HOWEVER, TO A FEW SELECTED STUDENTS HE TAUGHT A VARIETY OF KATA.
WHAT WAS THE TEACHING METHOD OF TOYAMA SENSEI? IN WHICH WAY DID HE
TEACH KATA, HOW DID HE TEACH KARATE? DID HE TEACH KATA AS IT WAS ALSO
SAID BY FUNAKOSHI SENSEI: DID HE TEACH KATA AND THE STUDENTS HAD TO FIND
OUT THE MEANING OF THE TECHNIQUES THEMSELVES, OR DID HE EXPLAIN THE
PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF THE TECHNIQUES AND ALSO TEACH THE BUNKAI OF THE
KATA?

I

have been engaged for years in researching of how Toyama Sensei taught kata and
whether he also taught the corresponding bunkai. Well, I was born in 1971 and Toyama
Sensei died in 1966. I never went to his school; I never personally experienced him in training.
The simple and honest answer is: "I don't know." However, I can summarize what I know from
his students and based on that I will try to answer this question.
In the Shudokan dojo there was a strict etiquette and manners of traditional Budo. During
training Toyama Sensei was very strict and austere, but outside of class Toyama Sensei was
described by his students as a very friendly and pleasant personality.
His students convey a rather uniform picture:
•

•

•

According to Takahashi Eishu Sensei, Toyama Sensei did not teach kata applications in
official training. When his students asked him questions, he didn't help and asked for
more training. He motivated his students to reflect on their own. But if there were only a
few students in the dojo, it happened from time to time that he told certain students
something about a kata or a technique.
Tsuchiya Hideo Sensei told me that Toyama Sensei taught only karate techniques in the
dojo. Jujutsu - or Judo techniques were not part of the official curriculum. Toyama
Sensei did not officially teach advanced kata bunkai in the dojo. It was important for
him that students were able to recognize the kata meanings by themselves and to learn
to understand the kata through independent practice. To get a better understanding
of the bunkai of kata, Toyama Sensei recommended to study Chinese techniques as
well. Tsuchiya Sensei has acquired his bunkai knowledge over the years through selfstudy or through his many companions.
I learned the perspective of Onishi Eizo Sensei, the founder of the Koeikan, in October
2020 through contact with his Japanese master student Yamamoto Sensei. He told me
that the approach of Onishi Sensei is very different from that of other karate experts.
Onishi Sensei wanted to learn the old, genuine, traditional kata from the authorities of
karate. From Onishi Sensei's point of view, Toyama Sensei was the authority on karate
of Itosu Sensei and Kyoda Juhatsu was the authority on karate of Higashionna Sensei.
Onishi Sensei analyzed all techniques of traditional karate, including the secret
techniques, in a scientific way. For this purpose he developed the Koeikan protective
equipment and the Shiai method (jap. 試合, competition). Onishi Sensei tested and
evaluated every technique in Shiai. The purpose of Koeikan Shiai is not competition, but
rather in Shiai an environment is created where a technique can be studied and
analyzed in a situation similar to reality. Through this form of training the effectiveness of
traditional techniques could be examined. Through the analysis, Onishi Sensei
concluded that on one hand many of the traditional techniques are not useful in real
situations and on the other hand that some of the techniques are applicable when
they are further developed.
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Onishi Sensei was very eager to learn and so he also investigated why most traditional
techniques were not suitable in real situations. Therefore, he started to study ancient
Chinese martial arts. He established close relationships with leading Senseis of Chinese
martial arts and he discovered many old books describing Chinese martial arts. Since
his major at Keio University was history, he knew how to do scientific research.
As per the meanings of techniques, many techniques in kata are obvious, but some
techniques needed to be explained. According to Yamamoto Sensei, Toyama Sensei
explained the meaning of these techniques to Onishi Sensei. Onishi Sensei also taught
these applications to his students. In addition, he always explained the weak points of
each technique. With this form of teaching he wanted his students to learn to analyze
techniques through a scientific approach and thereby recognize their weaknesses and
strengths.
Toyama Sensei taught his students only a few kata. He tried all his life to find the best
student to whom he wanted to teach all techniques. Because Onishi Sensei had a great
passion for Karatedo, according to Yamamoto Sensei, Toyama Sensei chose Onishi
Sensei as a special inner student. Onishi Sensei therefore lived for a while in Toyama
Sensei's Dojo, which was located in his home area. Toyama Sensei liked to have dinner
with Onishi Sensei, on such occasions he also gave him many advices. According to
the old karate rules a student was not allowed to ask his Sensei any questions, so Onishi
Sensei. Therefore, many questions from Onishi Sensei remained unanswered. Therefore,
he tried to get as much information as possible from Sensei Toyama in various ways. For
example, Toyama Sensei liked Japanese sake and so Sensei Onishi bought a good sake
and took it with him for dinner. In this pleasant and relaxed atmosphere Toyama Sensei
talked about karate. He asked Onishi Sensei Onishi to demonstrate kata and also gave
him one or two hints. After Onishi Sensei had returned to his hometown on the island of
Shikoku, he was visited by Toyama Sensei several times. Toyama Sensei stayed for
several weeks and taught Onishi Sensei during the visits.
•

According to Hiramatsu Gijin Sensei, Toyama Sensei frequently asked his students to
demonstrate kata. Regarding the execution of the kata he was very demanding and
never one hundred percent satisfied. At the end of the kata he made no comments
on the content of the kata. Allegedly, he always gave the same laconic answer: "More
practice/training.”
Arambulo Sensei, a direct student of Hiramatsu Sensei, told the following: One day he
was observed by Master Hiramatsu while performing Shisochin. When he had finished
the kata, Hiramatsu Sensei explained some technical details to him. Arambulo Sensei
thought the situation was a good opportunity to ask Hiramatsu Sensei questions about
the bunkai of the Kata. Hiramatsu Sensei replied:
"I do not teach kata applications, because this aspect of karatedo practice is
something very personal. Each student must discover his own applications,
depending on his level of study, practice and understanding of kata. If I teach
the applications of kata, I would limit the students' creativity, then the kata
would become something mechanical, without heart and without soul. There is
no better or worse application. The application that everyone discovers and
interprets is the best for that person. The applications that the practitioner
discovers after a thorough study of kata are not eternal. The applications are
something living that changes and develops over time, just as one develops with
age. Nothing is static, everything is constantly changing.“
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Hiramatsu Sensei also said to Arambulo Sensei that once you know karatedo well, you
should start studying and researching the basics of other fighting systems.
That is an interesting statement, isn't it? It reminds me of a visit to the dojo of Tsuchiya
Hideo, in Odawara. I showed him some kata from the school of Ichikawa Isao Sensei
and he showed me some applications to individual techniques of these kata. Among
the kata that I demonstrated to him were some kata that are generally unknown in
today's karate. When I asked him how he would interpret the applications of the
techniques, he recommended that I train Chinese Kung Fu for a few months to find my
answers.
•

•

To answer the question I was also in contact with Uchida Sensei, a direct student of
Takazawa Masanao Sensei. He explained to me that kata techniques can be
interpreted completely differently according to the person who uses them. Takazawa
Sensei always said that it is not a question of which application is the only "right" one,
but whether the technique can be applied spontaneously in a real confrontation.
Whenever Uchida Sensei asked Takazawa Sensei about the meaning of single
techniques or sequences of techniques of a kata, he asked him what he would think
and asked him to study the kata a little deeper. Takazawa Sensei did not explain the
techniques in the kata. With this he wanted to motivate the students to study on their
own and prevent them from falling into a uniform, stereotypical application pattern
when analyzing the kata techniques.
Ichikawa Isao Sensei, the founder of Karatedo Doshinkan, taught his students a very
comprehensive karatedo. His teaching was comprehensive in terms of both the
number of kata and his knowledge and understanding of kata applications. With
amazing ease he demonstrated many different applications of the same single
technique of a kata. Techniques that are often not associated with karate today, such
as throws, lever techniques, choking techniques, etc., were part of his standard
repertoire. Although he demonstrated many applications in training, these were not
practiced with the partner. Ichikawa Sensei was an extraordinary Budo expert, but he
did not pass on his knowledge of the applications of kata and its inner secrets to the
majority of his students.

The statements of the students of the 1st generation and the 2nd generation show a quite clear
picture: Toyama Sensei did not teach a comprehensive bunkai in the Shudokan Dojo and left
the analysis of the kata technique to the self-study of his students. Once they had found their
application, they went to Toyama Sensei, who then improved the applications in each
individual case. How profound and realistic were these applications? Did they have a similar
depth as those of Patrick McCarthy Hanshi? I don't know, but probably not.
Why did Toyama Sensei choose this teaching method? I can see two possibilities:
-

-

The first possibility is quite simple: Toyama Sensei's knowledge of the practical
application of kata techniques was limited, therefore he had no profound repertoire of
applications that he could pass on to his students.
OR secondly: He wanted to encourage his students in their development through
independent study of the kata techniques and their application. If we want to develop
a deeper and comprehensive understanding of kata and bunkai, it is in the end - as
with many other things in life - about passion and devotion. Not passion and devotion
to watch and consume, but passion and devotion to do things for oneself and thus to
collect one's own experiences. Possibly this was an ingenious teaching method.

I can definitely get something out of this "do-it-yourself" teaching method. The specification of
a special and only correct application by the teacher would massively influence the creative
process of karate. On the basis of my experience, I am convinced that by intensive study of
kata techniques, one can find the "correct" and effective application for oneself. However, this
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requires a teacher who provides the student with the right tools for this work. The basis is the
imparting of a comprehensive understanding of martial arts. The teacher should show the
student that karate is more than Kizami Zuki and Mae Geri and that throws, lever techniques,
choking techniques, vital point stimulation, etc. are (and always have been) an integral part
of karatedo.
With all questions we ask ourselves today about the karate of the generation of Toyama
Kanken, we must always keep in mind that we live in the West and have a completely different
way of thinking and of interacting with authorities. We are used to question the given. When
we do things, we want to know why we do them. Japan is a country of conformity. One learns
primarily by imitating the teacher.
The training methods of then and now are very different and especially in western countries
where they have developed further; one can say: Today there are no more secrets. Each of us
can attend seminars of different fighting systems and especially video platforms like YouTube
are an endless source for kata applications. We can see how different styles interpret
techniques or kata applications. We can watch Judo-, Jujutsu- and MMA-videos and from
these we can develop meaningful kata bunkai. When analyzing MMA fights, we can even see
what really works in a more or less realistic fight.
You can look at it positively or negatively: If we have developed a good understanding in the
course of our training, we only need a computer and a training partner to find and train kata
bunkai today.
I hope to have answered this question reasonably well and would like to conclude with the
following statement:
„Through years of intensive training, a simple, completely normal technique
automatically becomes a great GOKUHI, a secret, superb technique, without
mysterious intervention. Sharpen your senses and your technique through superhuman
effort and you will find the secrets of martial arts by yourself".
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YOU

SAID AT ONE POINT THAT

TOYAMA SENSEI

PASSED DOWN SOME VERY OLD

KATA.

WERE THESE OLD KATA PASSED ON BY HIM IN THEIR ORIGINAL FORM OR DID
HE ADAPT THESE KATA?

T

oyama Sensei's main teacher was Itosu Anko Sensei. He also served as the karate ideal
that Toyama Sensei aspired to. It was therefore one of Toyama Sensei's goals to preserve
the karate and kata he had learned from him.

Toyama Sensei was born in 1888, trained with Itosu Sensei from 1907 to 1916, and died in 1966.
Whether the kata at the end of his life looked the same as those he had learned almost 60
years earlier on Okinawa, we do not know, but I doubt it strongly.
Many of us need only look at our own experiences we have had over several decades of
karate training. My unfortunately already deceased teacher and mentor, Reinhold Hirsch,
accompanied my karate path over a period of almost 30 years. The emphasis, and also the
choice, of kata in training has changed a lot during my time of apprenticeship. The students,
who started training with him 20 years after me, learned completely different aspects of the
martial arts in some areas than I did at the beginning of my training. We all change and
develop in all things of life. It would be strange if it would be different with karate.
How might it have been in the case of Toyama Sensei? Let us consider three phases of teaching
that are separated in time. These should show that his karate must have changed inevitably
over time.
•

•

•

Let us first take a trip to Okinawa, to the beginning of the last century. Toyama Sensei
began teaching karate under the guidance of Itosu Sensei. At that time he trained
under many personalities for about 10 years and you can see this time as a period of
education and teaching. He probably arranged the lessons according to the
instructions of Itosu Sensei.
In the early 1930s he opened the Shudokan Dojo in Tokyo. The karate he learned in
Okinawa had been enriched by the Chinese martial arts learned in Taiwan. It is my
opinion that his karatedo was influenced by the martial arts he learned in Taiwan.
Let us jump back to the year 1965. Through his teachers in Okinawa, his teachers in
Taiwan, the exchange with other masters in Japan and through his decades of
teaching practice, Toyama Sensei had built up an incredible amount of knowledge
and experience over the course of his life. His karate and teaching methods must have
changed over a period of 60 years. Toyama Sensei was an old man at that time. What
was important to him in this stage of his life? What could the physically already limited
master teach to his young students?

Did he consciously or unconsciously change the kata learned on Okinawa and Taiwan based
on his experiences (1) or did he pass on the kata in its original form (2)? Unfortunately this
question cannot be answered with certainty, in my opinion, the former is true.
From my point of view it is presumptuous or impossible to say today: "We teach the original kata
of Matsumura Sensei, Itosu Sensei or just Toyama Sensei". This assumption seems rather naive to
me, because everything in this world is subject to changes, so also the kata. Even if Toyama
Sensei did not consciously change the kata, I am convinced that the kata has changed at
least slightly in a natural way.
A good example are the Pinan Kata. These kata are practiced today in all schools that can be
traced back to Itosu Anko. In the descendant schools of Chibana Choshin, Funakoshi Gichin,
Mabuni Kenwa and Toyama Kanken they are executed differently today. But in which style the
"true" Pinan Kata of Itosu Sensei are trained is no longer traceable - probably in none.
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-xOld kata are often associated with kata that have been lost or are secretly trained. Although
it goes beyond the actual question, I would like to briefly comment on this topic:
I would like to talk about the "old kata" handed down by Toyama Sensei. My research has
shown that some kata were handed down by him, which are not to be found in the official
kata curricula of today's karate. Among these kata are the Channan and special versions of
Wanshu, Kushanku and Sūpārinpei. Why are the sequences of these kata today no longer
officially known? Are these kata “secret kata”?
In my opinion there is no such thing, because kata is form and form is basically empty. The
secret is not the kata, but the secret lies in the kata, or rather the secret of the kata lies in the
practitioner himself. Through devotion and continuous practice of a kata one can find "his
individual secret" in a kata. This secret will be different from that of the founder of kata and it
will of course be different for each practitioner - it is the practitioner's own personal experience
with the kata.
I think you can compare kata to a philosophical text. Take the Daodejing. If someone gives
me this book and I read it, I will not understand anything without prior knowledge. But if I study
the Daodejing and the history of Lao Tse intensively for years, I will get an idea of what he might
have meant and find "my secret" of his text within me.
I have heard there are kata which are secret or lost. But some of these kata are not really lost
and they do not convey secret knowledge. However, there are kata that have been passed
down from generation to generation to only a small number of students. Why is that?
In the end, there are only a few students in a dojo who are truly dedicated to karate and see
it as their life's mission. The kata treasures of a school are reserved for these students. These kata
are so complex and difficult to understand, either technically or energetically, that only a small
group of students is capable of learning and internalizing these kata.
Conclusion: There are some very rarely handed down kata, but there are no secret kata.
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WHAT EXPECTATIONS AND DEMANDS DID TOYAMA SENSEI HAVE ON HIS STUDENTS?
WHICH REQUIREMENTS HAD TO BE FULFILLED TO BE ALLOWED TO START TEACHING IN
THE SHUDOKAN DOJO OR TO OPEN UP THEIR OWN DOJO?

U

nfortunately, I cannot say anything about the requirements, but I do not believe that
there were formal requirements in the form of an examination program at that time.
Presumably, Toyama Sensei evaluated the progress of his students based on
observations and graduated accordingly. But if you look at the graduations of Toyama Sensei's
students, which they had at the opening of their dojo, you can see that the 5th Dan and the
honorary title Shihan (jap. 師範) might have been a prerequisite.
How long was the time of apprenticeship in the Shudokan Dojo before the students of Toyama
Sensei opened up their own dojo? Here are four examples: Hanaue Sensei: 6 years, Takazawa
Sensei:13 years, Koyasu Sensei:12 years, Tsuchiya Sensei 8 years
Onishi Sensei already had his own dojo before he learned from Toyama Sensei. In the
Shudokan, however, he learned new karate techniques, which were the foundation of the
Koeikan techniques.
This small selection of students shows that the period of time until they opened their own dojo
was very different. From my point of view this is nothing unusual. In each dojo there are at least
three groups of students:
There are those students who do not make much progress. The reasons for this can be various:
they do not see karate as an essential part of their life, they do not come to training regularly,
they do not meet the physical requirements, they start training very late in life, etc.
Then there are those students who regularly attend training with great joy and passion.
Although they see karate as a valuable contribution to their lives, they do not feel the urge to
open their own dojo.
And finally, there are those few students who carry within themselves the motivation to pass on
the tradition of karatedo as teachers to the next generation. From my point of view, this does
not mean that these students are "better" than those who "only" practice, they just chose a
different way how to make karate become part of their lives.
The requirements for graduation and for opening a dojo are different in every school. I myself
opened a dojo with the approval of my teacher after 6 years of training, at that time still as a
brown belt. My 1st Dan was awarded to me after 10 years.
In other schools it is possible to get the 1st Dan after only 3 years or even faster and of course
there will be schools where you will need far beyond 10 years.
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YOU

MENTIONED TWO POINTS IN YOUR LECTURE THAT CREATE AN INNER

CONTRADICTION IN ME. THIS WAS RELATED TO THE FOLLOWING TWO STATEMENTS:

1. MY KARATE BELONGS TO ME AND WILL DIE WITH ME!
2. THE SPIRIT OF KARATE IS BASED ON CHANGE!
IF TOYAMA SENSEI DID NOT INTEND TO CREATE A STYLE, MAY WE - THE
TEACHERS OF SHUDOKAN - CALL OURSELVES SHUDOKAN SUCCESSORS?

CURRENT

TODAY I SEE SHUDOKAN TEACHERS IN CHILE OR ARGENTINA WHO, BASED ON THE
TRADITION OF THEIR OWN TEACHERS, SAY THAT THEY FOLLOW THE MAIN IDEA OF
TOYAMA SENSEI. BUT IS THIS THE SAME ORIGINAL AND TRUE BASIC IDEA OF
TOYAMA SENSEI?

T

oyama Sensei called his karate Okinawa Seito Karatedo, old orthodox karate from
Okinawa. He considered it his life's mission to preserve the Okinawan Karate. As you know,
he was strictly against style labels, he only gave his school in Tokyo the name Shudokan. It
was also his wish that the name Shudokan would not be used after his death.
So the questions are: "Is it okay to use the name Shudokan today?" and "Doesn't the use of the
name disregard the wish of Toyama Sensei?”
If we look at it strictly, it is of course a disregard of the wish of Toyama Sensei. However, over 50
years have passed since the death of Toyama Sensei. We don't know, but perhaps Toyama
Sensei would see this issue very differently today.
I made the decision to use the name Shudokan out of my heart 20 years ago. In life there are
always questions that cannot be answered with old rules and guidelines. It needs heart and
intuition. I have questioned my own conscience, why I want to use the name? I know for me:
It is not my ego. I do not want to make my person important. I don't see the name as a style
name. By using the name Toyama Sensei, I want to honor and show that my karatedo
originates in the ancestral line of Toyama Kanken.
An ancestral line and its history is something very important. It is important for both mankind
and the individual to know where we come from. We can learn so much from our history. Who
are our parents, who are our grandparents and great-grandparents. For the understanding of
oneself and for personal development it is valuable to know the history of one's family. In karate
it is not any different. I think that it is enormously important to know where you come from.
So I think it is good and absolutely ok to use the name Shudokan, the name Toyama-ryu or any
other name that connects to Toyama Sensei, in order to show the connection to the origin of
your own karate.
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DO YOU KNOW
SPANISH?

IF THE BOOKS OF

TOYAMA SENSEI

HAVE BEEN TRANSLATED INTO

A

s far as I know, the books written by Toyama Sensei have not yet been translated into
Spanish. However, there are two excellent books in Spanish by Gonzales Sensei
(Shudokan/Tsuchiya-ryu). His student Vilma Giannini Sensei also contributed to one of
the books.
I would like to cite other books that are related to the teachings of Toyama Dai Shihan.
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

In 2020, a magnificent translation by Stansbury Sensei of Toyama Sensei's book
"Introduction to Karate-do: Its inner techniques and secret arts" was published. It is the
first time that we in the West have the opportunity to read one of Toyama Sensei's books
and get a better understanding of his karate.
Onishi Eizo, the founder of Koeikan, has written several books. His student Frost Sensei
also left an excellent book about Koeikan.
Takahashi Eishu (Yoshinkan) has written down his knowledge and ideas about karate.
Master Ángel Márquez López (Toyama Karate Do) has written a textbook for his
students. As far as I know, this was the first book in which the Kyoku Kata of Ichikawa
Sensei have been described. I had the honor of personally receiving this book in the
1990s.
Moeller Sensei was the first to honor the Shudokan lineage in America with a book.
Brock Sensei (Shudokan, Hanau-ha) wrote a detailed training guide.
Caldwell Sensei (So-ryu) also wrote a fantastic training guide. In his extensive work he
deals with the philosophy and history of So-ryu Karate. He describes among other things
the principles of kata, the rules of training and the theory of kumite.

For the future, I hope that more books by Toyama Sensei will be translated and that the
teachers of the current generation of Shudokan, So-ryu, Koeikan, Doshinkan, Keishinkan,
Yoshinkan and all other schools associated with Toyama Kanken will write down the knowledge
they know for the next generation of students.
This knowledge and the personal stories are definitely a great source of inspiration for the
current students and for the generations to come.
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WAS SHUDOKAN

JAPANESE KARATEDO ASSOCIATION? I
HAVE HEARD A LOT ABOUT KARATE STYLES LIKE WADO-RYU, GOJU-RYU, SHOTOKAN
AND MANY MORE. THESE ARE ALL GREAT STYLES. I PERSONALLY BELIEVE THAT THE
KARATE HERITAGE OF SHUDOKAN, THE KARATE OF TOYAMA SENSEI, IS AS DEEP AND
IMPORTANT AS THE STYLES I MENTIONED BEFORE. WHAT DO YOU THINK?
ASSOCIATED WITH THE

T

oyama Sensei was never a member of the Japanese Karatedo Association. He founded
his own organization called All Japan Karate Federation (AJKF). As far as I know, he was
not a member of Dainippon Butokukai (DNBK), nor was he a member of any other major
Japanese karate organization.
Regarding your statement that you believe that the karate of Toyama Sensei was as great as
that of the other pioneers, I would like to answer as follows:
You are basically right, Toyama Sensei's karate was certainly unique. But that does not mean
that our karate is equally unique and great.
First you should ask yourself the question: "What is great karate? What is good karate?".
•
•
•
•

One trains karate as a way of life and focuses on kata and bunkai. Is that great karate?
You work for the police or special forces and use there your karate. Is that great karate?
One trains karate to participate in classic karate and kata competitions? Is that great
karate?
You go into the octagon and defeat your opponents. Is that great karate?

This list could easily be extended by some more points, but I think you can already see that this
question is very difficult to answer.
The quality of the karate we learn depends on the quality of the teacher on the one hand and
on the other hand on the ability of the student to absorb his knowledge and work creatively
with it. The passing on of techniques and knowledge is always an interaction between teacher
and student.
A prerequisite for learning great karate is therefore definitely a good teacher. From my point
of view, teaching is not only about passing on techniques and kata. A teacher of Budo should
not only pass on the fighting techniques of karate. Among other things, he should also
encourage the student's character and attitude. By his example he should show the student
how to go through life with an open mind and above all with a loving heart. When you find
such a teacher, it is no longer important which karate style you follow.
I think that many of us have had the same experience. Chance has led us to a dojo. If you
found the teacher likeable, your classmates and the atmosphere in the dojo are good, then
you have become a part of the dojo and probably will never leave it again. The human being
is a pack animal. The feeling of companionship and belonging is something very important for
most of us.
We should not be arrogant and make the mistake of putting our teachers on a pedestal.
Unfortunately, there are also tendencies in martial arts that there are schools that feel superior
and believe they are something special. Attitudes like "My karate line is the best" or "My master
is the best" are not uncommon.
I have met many great teachers in the West as well as in Japan and I have seen that these
great teachers of karate - how could it be otherwise - are just ordinary people with strengths
and weaknesses. In my opinion, this also applies to the well-known pioneers of karate. Often
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teachers are lifted up on a pedestal, worshipped and adored by their students. However, our
karate does not get better when we have a great teacher and worship him. The master can
only be a guide. Ultimately, our karate only gets better through hard work on the techniques
and kata, because the guru on the outside does not exist, the true guru is found within oneself.
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR'S JOURNEY
This book is an introduction to the life of Toyama Kanken. I hope you have found something
new and that you have enjoyed it. If you want to learn more about this great karate pioneer, I
recommend my book "Toyama Kanken - The Heritage of Shudokan".
At the end, I think I should also tell you something about myself and my teachers:
In 1985, at the age of 14, I started karate training with my main teacher and mentor Reinhold
Hirsch Sensei (1954-2016), who had been a student of Ichikawa Isao Hanshi (Karatedo
Dōshinkan). Aside from the technical and historical aspects of the martial arts, his students’ selfdevelopment was very important to Hirsch Sensei, and so he also taught humility, courtesy, and
respect. Respect for your training partners, for all your fellow human beings, and for nature
itself. He instilled in his students a great sense of awareness of the here and now, and he was
and will always be a great source of inspiration to his students, both in karate and in everyday
life. For four decades, he taught karate to several hundreds of students and provided guidance
along their own paths.
Since 1985, I have been following the tradition of Okinawa Seito Karatedo with great inner joy
and enthusiasm. Hirsch Sensei shaped my life like no one else. He was at all levels an
exceptional teacher. I am infinitely grateful to him for everything he taught me and I feel
honored to have trained under him.
In the summer of 1991, I traveled to Japan for the first time to be instructed by Ishida Kenshin
Sensei (Toyama-ryu Dōshinkan). During this visit, I lived at the master's house for three months.
Ishida Sensei made it possible for me to meet and train with many students of Toyama Sensei.
Among these masters were Tanaka Mikio Sensei, Takahashi Hiroshi Sensei, Takahashi Kuniyoshi
Sensei, Kawamoto Masayuki Sensei and Tokuyama Yoshiki Sensei.
Since 1991, I have been to Japan several times, alone and with karate friends, to visit the Ishida
family and to train under Ishida Sensei. In return, Ishida Sensei and his wife Reiko visited me
several times in Austria in the last decades. The last time was in June 2019 at my wedding.
During my stay in Japan in spring 2019, I was graduated to 9th Dan, Hanshi by Ishida Sensei. This
is a great honor for me. The year 1991 was both the beginning of an extraordinary teacherstudent relationship with Ishida Sensei and the beginning of a strong and sincere friendship with
him and his wife Reiko. I feel deeply connected to both of them and am extremely grateful for
everything they have done for me in the last three decades.
Since the beginning of my training, I've been deeply interested in the history of karate. Some
years ago, I decided with enthusiasm and great devotion to share my knowledge about the
karate history of Toyama Kanken and Ichikawa Isao with like-minded people. The work on my
two books has given me a lot of pleasure. I enjoy working on my projects very much. To put my
work on a broader basis, I founded the International Shudokan Research Society in August
2020.
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THE INTERNATIONAL SHUDOKAN RESEARCH SOCIETY
The aim of the Research Society is to gather the existing knowledge of Toyama Sensei's
teachings and to preserve it for posterity.
I would like to show what an incredible treasure of kata Toyama Sensei left to his students.
Among them are many old kata, which today, as far as I know - at least officially - have not
been preserved in any other karate school. But I do not only want to preserve. I also want to
show how the karate of Toyama Kanken has developed in the hands of his students.
I have been studying the karate history of Toyama Kanken Sensei for 35 years. In my book
"Toyama Kanken - The Heritage of Shudokan" I have shared some of my knowledge with the
martial arts interested world. For the next years many more interesting book and video projects
are already in the pipeline.
I would like to invite all readers of this book to become an active member of the Research
Society.
You can find the current projects and the many benefits of membership on the following
website:
www.international-shudokan-research-society.net
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Karate begins with respect and ends with respect.
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